
Resolution of the Round Table 

“Project EnviSum. Impacts from ship emissions 

 and possibilities of collaboration in the BSR”  

 
in the frame of 

XIX INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL FORUM "BALTIC SEA DAY" 

 
Moderators: Jan Boyesen, Head of Development at MDC – Maritime Development Center  

 

Number of participants: 30 

 

The Round table session was held on the 23rd of March, 2018 and devoted to present the 

positive effects of environmental regulations on air quality and human health with special focus on 

urban areas, and to discuss the possibilities for increasing collaboration within clean shipping around 

the Baltic Sea. The workshop is part of the EnviSum project - Environmental Impact of Low Emission 

Shipping: Measurements and Modelling Strategies. The main purpose of the workshop is to learn how 

the SECA have affected ship emissions. And what will happen when the global restriction on sulphur 

will enter into force in 2020. Over 30 representatives from Russian Federation, Denmark, Estonia, 

Norway, Finland and Sweden participated in it.  

The following topics were presented and discussed: 

- Ship emissions at urban and regional scale 

- Regional air quality modelling / EMEP modelling 

- Changes in the Tri-City air quality related to operation of seaports and changes in SECA 

requirements 

- Compliance measurements of ship emissions of sulphur and NOx, fixed stations and 

airborne measuring 

- Benefits of SECA compliance 

- Green technology and alternative fuels in shipping 

 

An important aim of the project is to inform the politicians that they can make decisions based 

on facts, such for example that modal shift did not happen though it was expected to happen due to 

the SECA regulation. Involvement of Russian side was declared and confirmed what was admitted as 

important issue, because there is a common goal to be targeted. Furthermore, Environment and 

Economic analysis should be in good balance. 

During the round table there were two rounds of discussion. During the first round of discussion 

the effect of the SECA regulation on air emissions, modeling and human health was discussed. The 

conclusion was that the SECA regulation has led to great improvements on human health in the BSR. 

In the future: there will be use of alternative fuels, and more will be developed, in some cases the 

technology already exist, but the problem is more likely in the energy production side and a cost issue; 

regulation is affecting, but it will be adapted; to some opinion regulation affect economic issues which 

reduces competitiveness of shipping. 

In terms of compliance of SECA and NECA it was noted that SECA was considered to be costlier 

than it finally was. NECA could be even less costly, but costs are unevenly distributed, and other will 

benefit (for example those who have technologies), while other will loose. NECA is quite easily taken 



care of, if there are devices installed on board ships. Equipment, maintenance and other (urea) will 

cause costs. Profit that can be obtained is less related to NECA. Options for compliance: switch to 

another fuel, or completely different type of fuel, for example LNG, (realistic option only for new 

buildings). LNG is compliant fuel, but there exist problems when thinking the climate, for example 

methane slip. LNG is called bridge fuel in the way towards biofuels, namely biomethane. The situation 

with new fuels is not always only positive/problem-free; there can arise new kind of emission or side 

effects which can be more hard to handle that the original problem. Economic factors related to 

greenhouse gases, LNG etc.; not clear picture of the effects of the compliance. For ex. cargo shipping 

companies’ business is not profitable due to compliance. In addition to regulation, operating in ice 

conditions where more engine power is needed, the competition situation is not fair compared to 

warm water situation. However, there is a general agreement that the safety comes first. 

During the second round, the discussion focused on how we can increase collaboration within 

Clean Shipping around the Baltic Sea. The overall conclusion was that there is a need and potential 

for increased collaboration with Russian partners within clean shipping. This could be regarding the 

future NOx regulation in the Baltic Sea, and also green house gas regulations. 

 

 


